I’M Safe Abroad
I’m Safe was designed with individual safety in mind…the ability to quickly let someone know
that you are safe and where you are located. I’m Safe is delivered via the app store and allows
individual customization of I’m Safe notifications (this is password protected so parents can
control where a child’s notification is sent). I’m Safe is specifically designed for individuals and
small groups with each individual phone customized by the owner. The owner of the phone sets
who gets notified when they are Safe or when the need assistance. There is no social networking
component so the sharing of this information is tightly controlled.
A challenge for organizations with large numbers of students or employees
travelling abroad is how to rapidly account for these people at various locations
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during an emergency or any event of concern such as a criminal or terror attack or
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a natural disaster. I’m Safe Abroad builds on the I’m Safe technology through
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the deployment of a simple tool with customized reporting features. I’m Safe
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Abroad provides the ability for an organization to rapidly prompt users to check
in and by simply pressing a button on their smartphone. There is no requirement
for users to go to a set location, find a computer do anything other than simply acknowledging a prompt from the
organization on the tool that is probably already in their hand…their smartphone. The graphics can be in any
language.

Group Check-in:
1. An alert is sent out to all users in the system or a selected group. The system enables license holders to
customize the set-up based on geographical groups, business units, schools attended, etc.
2. Each user acknowledges the alert and I’M Safe
Abroad will automatically launch on their smartphone,
they then only need to press a button to check in. With
that touch of a button a student uses I’M Safe Abroad
to send both a preprogrammed email and/or a text to a
recipient indicating they are safe.
3. Organization staff will immediately begin to receive
notifications that individuals are safe and a geo-link to
their location. Since the message will have come from a phone the ability to call the student back to provide
specific instructions exists (this function may be helpful if there is a localized incident or concern).

Request for Assistance:
1. Individual users can initiate a request for assistance at
any time. If the licensee has a 24/7 watch center the
dashboard operators can monitor and respond.
2. User messages will be transmitted via both broadband
and through cellular text to ensure transmission if either
system is available.
3. If there is no 24/7 watch center then the system can be
set to forward the message to a group or to an individual.
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